
OPPRESSION IN THE BOOK DEATH OF A SALESMAN

There are five principal characters in Death of a Salesman. They are Willy, Linda, Biff, Happy, and Charley. The only big
conflict between any two of these.

Law, for Hobbes, is the enforcement of contracts. If we disregard religion, where do we derive the dictates of
our conduct? In effect, a Marxist literary critique tries to weaken or fracture the bones of the play. A sovereign
also maintains equality within the state, since the common people would be "washed out" in the glare of their
sovereign; Hobbes compares this "washing out" of the common people in their sovereign's presence to the
fading of the stars in the presence of the sun. January, , p. Loman suffers bothâ€”exploitation and alienation as
a destiny. Though not in the most obvious manner, Marxist criticism does provide ample justification of the
merit of "Death of a Salesman". Indeed, most Marxist critics are vulgar Marxists. Willy Loman is unable to
reconcile what he has with what he wants, which ultimately leads to his breakdown. The profit motive is not
just the result of greed on behalf of individual capitalists. Eagleton, Terry. They fail to stay true to reality.
Miller portrays and analyzes personal feelings of Linda, who lacks personal identity and suffered from
ignorance of the world. But what matters is the insight into ideology: not only does it serve the status quo, the
way society seems always to have been, but it also traps individuals in their own permanent pasts, obscuring
the possibilities of the future. Thus Loman serves his necessity that he need to commit suicide to make his
sons established, have a good, secured future of his family and to get rid of poverty he suffers. In Death of a
Salesman, Miller reveals how a character is entrapped within a set of tabooed rulesâ€”Loman. In the end,
Willy believes that a man can be "worth more dead than alive. This pecuniary crater sparks extreme
discontentedness. Linda Loman is depicted as a loving and sympathetic woman, mother and wife. UK: Teach
Yourself,  And, at the end, the P a g e February 15, ISSN contribution of Lomans is forgotten because they are
no more needed when they are at the end of their service, and of their age. I saw the things that I love in this
world. New Delhi: Oxford University Press,  The ideas of human society are very much capitalist is
characteristics. Girls always believe what a man tell them and a man can fall into a trap. Both families subsist
on meager servile jobs, especially the Youngers who suffer an extremely prejudiced community. It seems
Willy would have been happier as a carpenter or stonemason, but ideological pressure from his society blinds
him and gives him false dreams. Everyone in the Loman family has angst for one another. Unfortunately, he is
mistaken. To Biff Walk in very serious.


